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Defining geosurveillance
• directed observation for the purposes of social control
• goal being to determine ‘who’ you are (positive identification),

determine what you are ‘doing’ and determine an appropriate
‘action’ in response

• geosurveillance extends this with explicit concern over ‘where’
identified individuals are doing the things they are doing

• spatial privacy - notion of control over your spatial identity, the
right of control over the release, storage and use of information on
geographic location, activities and movement patterns

• the act of knowing where people are is changing
• new surveillance technologies on the person and throughout the

environment identify people, where they are, and often what they
are doing



Geosurveillance assemblage
1. Sporadic: ‘tracking through transactions’

2. Visual: ‘tracking by cameras’

3. Mobile: ‘tracking through tags’



Type 1 Geosurveillance:
Sporadic tracking by transactions

• surveillance at distinct point sources
• strong degree of individual identification in many cases
• generally aware that your position has been ‘caught’
• can give very precise space-time co-ordinates
• but localised, partial. intermittent trajectories
• however, historical logs can build up insightful patterns



• growth in volume & diversity of electronic
transactions

• what would a map of your bank and credit
card statement reveal?

• cross sectoral ‘loyalty’ cards linking
purchasing habits across whole range of
personal consumption locations

• see CASPIAN (www.nocards.org) for why
‘loyalty’ cards are ‘bad’

e.g. Nectar ‘loyalty’ card linking together
supermarket, garage, off-license, dept.
store, utilities

4.7 billion payment
transactions made
with debit & credit
cards in 2002 in UK
(APACS, 2003)

Money and consumption



digitally controlled physical
access (cards, pin nos.)

From keys to cards



wanna travel in London? then get tracked 

• summer 2003 Oyster smart card
ticket on the Tube and buses
• 16,000+ card readers
• 1/2 million Oyster cards in use
(January 2004)
• printed paper tickets are
deemed obsolete
• enforced swiping on entry and
exit

Tickets and travel



Sporadic geosurveillance
• type 1 surveillance generates a series of scattered ‘dots’ through

the space-time trajectory of your day
• can still be very revealing, but you are the only one with a

complete picture of your daily space-time trajectories
• clearly, if a third party has enough ‘dots’, they can do a good job

at interpolating the complete life path
• problem is that interpolation is bad at predicting rapid changes in

behaviour patterns. Which are precisely the type of ad-hoc
changes of activities that are basis of ‘mobile society’

• easy to duck out of type 1 surveillance (e.g. pay cash)
• although the number of ‘required’ dots is growing, as the

potential for anonymous transactions is declining



Type 2 Geosurveillance:
Visual tracking by cameras

• people tracked through the directed visual gaze of distant observers
via video cameras. Potential for continuous surveillance over time
• partial and localised, but networks of cameras covering large areas
• hard to automate, but working towards algorithmic video surveillance.
(cars number plates are easy, but faces are much harder)



London - camera heaven!
• many large public and private-

operated street schemes
• whole of Tube is blanketed by

CCTV
• inside buses, trains
• the City’s anti-terror ‘Ring of

Steel’ started in 1990s
• Congestion Charge started in

February 2003
• numerous road traffic

monitoring and enforcement
• average daily dose of CCTV, 300

cameras, 30 systems (Norris &
Armstrong, 1999)

• camera concentration is high,
but also highly variable



Increasing number have ANPR 
and data logged

Watching the roads - monitoring and enforcement





• all vehicle movement into and out of 21 square kilometre zone 
• networked video system, 500 cameras at some 250 sites with ANPR
• watching at all times, including 49.4% of non-charging time
• classic case of ‘control creep’. Likely to be extended

Congestion Charge



Towards continuous
geosurveillance

• Steve Graham (1998), “… incomplete,
fragmented, and patchy, always partial,
contingent and unevenly developed across
and between the ‘life-paths’ of citizens.”

• both type 1 and type 2 geosurveillance are
partial, non-continuous across space



Type 3 Geosurveillance:
Mobile tracking through tags

• growing number of locational aware technologies people use in
everyday life
• ‘intimate and internal’ surveillance, generated ‘bottom-up’
• promise (threat) of much more continuous and complete
geosurveillance of your time-space trajectories



Personalised locational tags
• digital devices that identifies uniquely you and has the

potential to actively ‘leak’ your positional data (at
varying resolutions) to a control network and thus to
third parties

• mobile phones (wide area cellular; global satellite)
• computer devices (PDAs, laptops)

– local area networks (wifi); personal area network (Bluetooth links)

• involuntary tags (the vulnerable, the dangerous & the feckless)
• vehicular

– personal cars (satellite navigation; ‘black box’ recorders); fleet logistic
monitoring (legitimate workplace geosurveillance?)

• object tags (rfid chips ‘hidden’ in products) and sensor net to track
them. Been used in tagging cattle and ‘smart’ name tags for
conferences

• all have potential for covert reading at a distance



Mobile phones, the ultimate ‘body bugs’

Phone ‘leaks’ socio-spatial 
identity to 3rd parties

Services, info 
purchased

Home (geodemographics)

Interests & activitiesSpace-time paths
Pinpoints location

Social network







Court cases using mobile location data

Alibi for the defence, incriminating evidence for prosecution



‘Productizing’ position, ‘monetarizing’ mobility





 Discourses of geosurveillance

• will to power to ‘number, weigh and divide’. The
unstated goal: all people, at all places and all the time

• securitisation, move to the control society. Spurred by
‘signal crimes’ (Innes 2001)

• the ‘position of safety’. Risk reduction is rational win-
win for business and consumer. Selling protection from
fear, insecurity and sense of urban alienation

• emergency services (911 locate)
• consumer services push, ‘geo-spamming’ (LBS revenues

to pay back those expensive 3g licenses)
• efficiency and time-space maximisation
• locative media. ‘Bottom-up’ from artists and activists

(lets have some fun, community empowerment)



Concerns
• casual knowledge of position. Becomes as common as clock time
• providers and operators are lacking in transparency. Little specific

detail on what they collect, how long they keep it, how they process
it, how they applying derived information, to whom they release.
Very cagey about what they know and what they want to know

• ‘control creep’ (Innes 2001)

• easily drawn into governmental security systems                           &
commercial consumption profiling systems

• moving from discretionary to mandatory
• beyond personal privacy. Enabling and disabling potential. Facilitates

further discriminatory practices. Mobile sorting of people based on
their geographic activity patterns

• continuous geosurveillance through everyday uses of locational tags
will become a dimension of the control society. There will be no
sense of being lost in the crowd



 Welcome to the ‘tin foil’ world
• Is off really off?
• technical ‘solutions’ to foil always-on geosurveillance.

New markets for foil lined wallets and bags
• technical arms race via personal shielding of smart

cards, mobile phones from covert reading
• but might then show up by ‘going off the map’ and

thus be flagged as suspicious….
• will ambivalence to geosurveillance continue?

(source: www.spy.org.uk/spyblog)
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